
Subject: How about “Software Development” forum?
Posted by Anar Manafov on Wed, 23 Mar 2005 18:19:16 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

I believe this is better than create separate C++, Perl, C#, Pascal, lisp, Java... forum(s).
I just don’t see the reason to keep splinted (for each language) forum(s) when there are
only few post in it. On the other hand we can have one connection point for the general
“Software Development” discussions, including everything related... and if the number of
post will be enough to split we do so. It is easier from the point of users, and looks not messy
and ordered, IMHO.

How about that?

Subject: Re: How about “Software Development” forum?
Posted by Walter F.J. Müller  on Sun, 27 Mar 2005 13:11:14 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Anar Manafov wrote on Wed, 23 March 2005 19:19I believe this is better than create separate
C++, Perl, C#, Pascal, lisp, Java... forum(s).

enough to split we do so. It is easier from the point of users, and looks not messy and ordered,
IMHO.

My attitude is: It is easy to splitt as well merge topics as well a forums. So lets see how things
proceed and where a real discussion develops, and if need arises, react and reorganize. After
all, much of the work in scientific computing is based on C++ right now, by far most of our
simulation and analysis is currently done in C++, so starting with C++ seems prudent too.

Subject: Re: How about “Software Development” forum?
Posted by Anar Manafov on Sun, 27 Mar 2005 13:35:52 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Walter F.J. Müller wrote on Sun, 27 March 2005 15:11Anar Manafov wrote on Wed, 23
March 2005 19:19I believe this is better than create separate C++, Perl, C#, Pascal, lisp,
Java... forum(s).
I just don’t see the reason to keep splinted (for each language) forum(s) when there are
only few post in it. On the other hand we can have one connection point for the general
“Software Development” discussions, including everything related... and if the number of
post will be enough to split we do so. It is easier from the point of users, and looks not messy
and ordered, IMHO.

My attitude is: It is easy to splitt as well merge topics as well a forums. So lets see how things
proceed and where a real discussion develops, and if need arises, react and reorganize. After
all, much of the work in scientific computing is based on C++ right now, by far most of our
simulation and analysis is currently done in C++, so starting with C++ seems prudent too.
I agree to you on “C++ forum”, so it is worth to keep it separately, but how about general
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stuff?
So, now any general development topic goes to GSI C++ forum, right?
(Even if it is related to algorithms or to Java, for instance)

Not so elegant I would say. 
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